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Coleridge said that if Davy had not been the first chemist,
he would have been the first poet of the age. This criticism
does more credit to Coleridge's friendship than his acumen
as a critic. The quotations from Davy's verse are typical,
and show plainly that he had no poetic talent. As his
effective voice lacked musical quality, his fluent writings
lacked literary quality. Davy's conventional literary com-
positions are commonplace, his writing shows good taste
only when he is not being literary, and greatness only when
he is using it to describe new discoveries, and the signi-
ficance of science. Coleridge said, also, that he attended
Davy's lectures in order to increase his stock of metaphors.
This was a more judicious statement, as Davy was continu-
ally describing new knowledge and new significances of old
knowledge. A poet might easily have found suggestion in
Davy's scientific activities.
The failure of the Romantics and conventional poets to
use scientific knowledge as a material of poetry would be an
interesting subject of research. Wordsworth wrote a long
essay on the problem and explained why there could be no
contemporary combination of science and poetry. He con-
sidered poetry could be written only about ideas and things
which had become familiar through long acquaintance, and
part of the unconscious cultural equipment of the reader.
He thought that poetry might be written about science
when scientific conceptions became psychologically as
familiar as natural objects to men. The world would have
been saved many volumes of useless verse if writers of
traditional poetry had digested Wordsworth's arguments.
Electrons and positrons cannot be described in a poetic
style appropriate to the description of Greek heroes, or
sunsets. Literature must approach them with a new in-
tellectual perspective and technique. It is possible that the
first tentative pieces of genuine poetry in English on
scientific subjects have been written by modern poets such
as Spender and Bottrall,
Davy's verse resembles the uninspired part of Cole-
ridge's verse. None of his literary prosewriting is as
good as his wife's last letter to him. In reply to a

